Transport of Escherichia coli in saturated porous media: dual mode deposition and intra-population heterogeneity.
Because of heterogeneity among members of a bacteria population, deposition rates of bacteria may decrease upon the distance bacteria are transported in an aquifer. Such deposition rate decreases may result in retained bacteria concentrations, which decrease hyper-exponentially as a function of transport distance, and may therefore significantly affect the transport of colloids in aquifers. We investigated the occurrence of hyper-exponential deposition of Escherichia coli, an important indicator for fecal contamination, and the causes for such behavior. In a series of column experiments with glass beads of various sizes, we found that attachment of E. coli decreased hyper-exponentially, or, on logarithmic scale in a bimodal way, as a function of the transported distance from the column inlet. From data fitting of the retained bacteria concentration profiles, the sticking efficiency of 40% of the E. coli population was high (alpha=1), while the sticking efficiency of 60% was low (alpha=0.01). From the E. coli total population, an E. coli subpopulation consisting of slow attachers could be isolated by means of column passage. In subsequent column experiments this subpopulation attached less than the E. coli total population, consisting of both slow and fast attachers. We concluded that the main driver for the observed dual mode deposition was heterogeneity among members of the bacteria population. Intra-population may result in some microbes traveling surprisingly high distances in the subsurface. Extending the colloid filtration theory with intra-population variability may provide a valuable framework for assessing the transport of bacteria in aquifers.